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Introduction 
These resources have been designed for Instructors, Patrol Captains, and/or experienced club 

members to use when educating lifeguards how to complete a board rescue. Candidates may 

wish to get recognition for completion of the Board Rescue Module, this can be accomplished 

by having any examiner observe candidates successfully complete the Board Rescue Module 

exam tasks (see the Board Rescue Examiners Manual for more details). 

 

The following resources have been created for Instructors, Patrol Captains, and/or experienced 

club members to use: 

 Exam task details (in this document) 

 Lesson plan 

 

Setting up an Exam 

Once your candidates are ready to attend an examination please contact your Club 

Development Officer (CDO). The CDO will organise any current examiner to take candidates for 

an examination. A qualification registration form will also need to be filled out and sent to your 

CDO (appendix 2).
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Qualification Requirements 

Board Rescue Module (BRM) 

Minimum Age:   14 years 

Pre-Requisite Awards:   Surf Lifeguard Award (refreshed) 

   Must be a member of a Surf Life Saving Club 

 

Exam Components: 

Candidate(s) must be endorsed by an Instructor, Patrol Captain, and/or experienced club 

member prior to attempting the board rescue exam tasks. 

 

Practical Test 

1. The following practical test components must be covered: 

o Perform a conscious patient board 

rescue 

o Perform an unconscious patient 

board rescue 

 

The BRM is made up of the following Unit: 

1. Perform a Board Rescue. 
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Educator Responsibilities 
 
Educators can be Instructors, Patrol Captains, and/or experienced club members. 

All educators are responsible for training new candidates to a level that not only prepares them 

for the examination but also to be able to perform board rescues in an emergency situation. 

To enable educators to have the tools necessary to accomplish this SLSNZ has created lesson 

plans that cover all knowledge and skills needed to perform a board rescue. 

 

It is NOT mandatory to use the lesson plans, however, either way the following must be 

completed by instructors for each candidate: 

 Assisting the candidate to complete all of the tasks that are conducted during the 

examination (Task completion). 

 

Safe learning environment  

Creating safe learning environments help members to grow and develop as people as well as 

obtain the necessary skills and competencies to be an effective lifeguard.  It is your 

responsibility in conjunction with your club and SLSNZ to help create learning environments 

that are physically and emotionally safe for members to learn and develop these lifeguarding 

skills and competencies.  

 

What about risk management? 

 

You have a responsibility to understand what skills and knowledge members require, and 

ensure that they are competent in the risk assessment and management processes for each 

and every task required for the varied roles that lifeguards now perform in operations and 

activities.    

Lifeguards chose to operate in inherently hazardous environments. The environmental hazards 

cannot normally be controlled. Instead, we need to assess these hazards and identify how we 

can best interact with them to minimise or negate the risk of harm. E.g. reduce speed of the 

IRB, improve and develop our rescue skills competencies, increase our lifeguarding knowledge, 

skill and experience, carry and use PPE appropriate for the conditions and/or context in which 

we are operating, ensure backup procedures and resources are available. 

 

It is critical that all members develop and apply risk assessment and management procedures 

to all tasks and duties while lifeguarding. Effective risk management is an essential skill set 

required of lifeguards. Refer to Appendix 3 for full details. 
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Using Lesson Plans 
Instruction for the Board Rescue Module has been broken down into four lessons. Below is 

some basic information regarding the various parts of the lesson plan. 

Lesson plan title and version. 
Relevant manual sections 

Lesson plan number 

Key resources to acquire prior 
to the lesson 

These should be completed 
before beginning the lesson 

This line includes the estimated 

duration of each activity, details 

about the activity and has any 

specific resources needed to 
complete the activity 

Some lessons contain 

reinforcement activities that 
link to the previous lesson. 
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A breakdown of each lesson and its makeup has been included before the lesson plans on the 

Lesson Information Table (pg 11). The Lesson Information Table includes main lesson 

contents, learning outcomes, reinforcement activities, workbook tasks, and workbook 

questions. 

 

As the instructor it is your choice as to how lessons are split up, you may decide that breaking 

one lesson into three separate days of instruction works best for you and the candidates. 

However, all content must still be covered.
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Board Rescue Exam Task Details 

This section explains in detail how each exam task will be assessed. Each task within the exam 

will be marked in a way set out by SLSNZ. It is essential to teach all candidates: 

 The components of each assessment task 

 The criteria that they will be marked against 

It is essential that when you take your candidates through the tasks that it is done 

so in the same way as it will during the exam. 

 

Perform a board rescue for a conscious patient 

General 

Candidates will need to have one ‘patient’ each for this task. Candidates may use other 

candidates as patients. During the course of the conscious patient board rescue use the 

checklist to ensure nothing has been missed. 

Check List 

 Communication is made to other patrolling members regarding the situation 

 Candidate uses bunny hopping while entering the water if conditions allow 

 Candidate responds quickly without delay during the rescue 

 Candidate appears to have total control of the board 

 Techniques to negotiate surf are demonstrated if necessary 

 The patient is secured on the board by the candidate 

 Contact is maintained with the patient on the return to shore 

Note: Any candidate that misses more than 2 steps must re-test this from the beginning. 

Optional Questions 

 If you had to rescue a patient with a board in large surf conditions what might you do 

to get out to the patient fast? 

o Use a rip 

 What would you do if you were unsure whether you had the ability to perform the board 

rescue due to the nature of the conditions? 

o Get help, e.g. inform the PC and see if an IRB is available;  

o Apply risk thinking, e.g. do not enter the water if risk outweighs benefit 

 

Pass / Re-Test 

Record Pass / Re-test on the candidate’s Board Rescue Examination Beach Card. 
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Perform a board rescue for an unconscious 

patient 

General 

Candidates will need to have one ‘patient’ each for this task. Candidates may use other 

candidates as patients. During the course of the conscious patient board rescue use the 

checklist to ensure nothing has been missed. 

Check List 

 Communication is made to other patrolling members regarding the situation 

 Candidate uses bunny hopping while entering the water if conditions allow 

 Candidate responds quickly without delay during the rescue 

 Candidate appears to have total control of the board 

 Techniques to negotiate surf are demonstrated if necessary 

 The patient is secured on the board using the correct technique 

 Assistance required signal is given by the candidate during return to shore 

 Contact is maintained with the patient on the return to shore 

 Patient is carried up the beach using one of the correct techniques: one person drag, 

two person drag, four person carry 

 Breathing is checked, if breathing the patient is placed in the recovery position 

Note: Any candidate that misses more than 2 steps must re-test this from the beginning. 

Pass / Re-Test 

Record Pass / Re-test on the candidate’s Board Rescue Examination Beach Card. 
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Lesson Plans 
The following lesson plans are a guide for preparing Lifeguards to complete a board rescue. 

From time to time you may need to cut lesson plans in half or change the structure to 

accommodate surf conditions. It is essential that the checklists are used where appropriate to 

ensure candidates are learning each task as they would need to complete it at the 

examination. 

 

Candidates may need to complete more time on a rescue board for practice than is accounted 

for in the lesson plans. Include extra training sessions when necessary to increase their 

practical experience to a level you are comfortable with. 

 

The lessons assume the candidates have no board paddling experience whatsoever. When 

educating members that already have basic board paddling skills the first two lessons may be 

missed. 

 

Important: although many of the board paddling skills are transferable from surf sports, there 

are a number of differences. This module is not designed for educating members on how to 

complete a board rescue in surf sports, nor are the surf sports resources designed to educate 

members how to complete a board rescue for lifeguarding.

http://www.surflifesaving.org.nz/
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Lesson Information Table 

Lesson 

Contents 

Lesson Topic/s and Learning 

Outcomes 
Reinforcement Activities 

1 

 Introduction 
o Identify what is needed by 

candidates to complete the Board 

Rescue Module 

 Basic board paddling skills 

o Demonstrate basic paddling skills 

o Demonstrate entry and exit of the 

surf 

 Signals from the Surf Lifeguard Award 

o Demonstrate Surf Life Saving signal communication 

2 

 Rescue board surf skills 

o Demonstrate surf negotiation out 

past the break zone and back with 

a rescue board 

 Basic board paddling skills 

o Demonstrate basic paddling skills 

o Demonstrate entry and exit of the surf 

3 

 Board rescue with a conscious 

patient 

o Perform a board rescue with a 

conscious patient 

 

 Rescue board surf skills 

o Demonstrate surf negotiation out past the break zone and back 

4 

 Board rescue with an unconscious 

patient 

o Perform a board rescue with an 

unconscious patient 

 Board rescue examination 

practice 

 Board rescue with a conscious patient 

o Perform a board rescue with a conscious patient 
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Lesson Plan 1.1. Introduction 

Manual Sections Board Rescue Skills Resource pages 1-2 
  At the conclusion of this Topic candidates will be able to: 

1. Identify what is needed for candidates to complete the Board Rescue Module 

 

Key Resources: 

 Well lit, clean and well ventilated working environment 

 Table and chairs – enough for each participant 

 Whiteboard and pens 

 Paper and pens/pencils 

 SLSNZ SLA Manuals – one for each participant (candidates should have copies from their 

Surf Lifeguard Award manuals) 

 Board Rescue Skills resource which can be downloaded from the SLSNZ website 

Key tasks before/after the lesson: 

 Set up room or other venue appropriately 

 Ensure all resources are set out and available to each participant 

 Introductions (if required) 

 Conduct session – include skills/tasks 

 Discuss plans for next session 

Duration Activity Additional 

Resources 

1 min Learning outcomes for this lesson: 

1. Identify what is needed for candidates to 

complete the Board Rescue Module 

 

 

5 min Resources: 

 Each candidate should be given or have the following 

resources for the Board Rescue Module: 

o Surf Lifeguard Manual AND 

o Board Rescue Skills Resource 

 

 

SLA Manual 

pages 

 

 

Board Rescue 

Resource 

2 min Pre Requisites for the Board Rescue Module 

 DISCUSS the pre-requisites needed to complete the Board 

Rescue Module – see Qualification Requirements section 

from page 4 in this document. 

 WRITE the Prerequisites on the white board for each to see 

– if needed. 

 

 

10 min Board Rescue Course Outline 

 DISCUSS the exam components that candidates will be 

getting assessed on (if they decide to complete the 

assessment). 

 Candidates READ page 1 & 2 of the Board Rescue Resource. 

 

 

Nominal Duration: 20 min  
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Lesson Plan 1.2. Reinforcement activity - Signals 

Manual Sections Surf Lifeguard Manual pg 39 only use if needed 
  At the conclusion of this Topic candidates will be able to: 

1. Demonstrate Surf Life Saving signal communication 

Key Resources: 

 Well lit, clean and well ventilated working environment 

 Table and chairs – enough for each participant 

Key tasks before the lesson: 

 Set up room or other venue appropriately  

 Ensure all resources are set out and available to each participant 

 Work through reinforcement activities from previous session 

 Conduct session – include skills/tasks  

 Discuss plans for next session 

Duration Activity Additional 

Resources 

1 min Learning outcomes for this lesson: 

1. Demonstrate Surf Life Saving signal communication 

 

 

10 min Signals 

 DISCUSS the signals used by Surf Lifeguards 

 In PAIRS candidates PRACTICE taking turns pretending to 

be the Lifeguard in the water.  The other lifeguard must direct 

them to pick up an object in the clubhouse using only signals. 

 

 

5 min Signals competition 

 Arrange candidates in a circle facing outwards, call out 

random signals for them to show, the last person (or two) to 

react with the correct signal is eliminated from the 

competition. Any incorrect signals given by candidates are 

also eliminated. 

 Continue until you have one winner who will be crowned 

supreme grand signaller and will hold the title belt until they 

lose a challenge. 

 

 

Nominal Duration: 15 min  
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Lesson Plan 1.3. Basic board paddling skills 

Manual Sections Board Rescue Skills resource page 1 
  At the conclusion of this Topic candidates will be able to: 

1. Demonstrate basic paddling skills 

2. Demonstrate entry and exit of the surf 

 

Key Resources: 

 Board Rescue Skills Resource which can be downloaded from the SLSNZ website 

Key tasks before/after the lesson: 

 Conduct session – include skills/tasks 

 Discuss plans for next session 

  

Duration Activity Additional 

Resources 

1 min Learning outcomes for this lesson: 

1. Demonstrate basic paddling skills 

2. Demonstrate entry and exit of the surf 

 

 

20 min Rescue Board Basics – on the beach 

 DISCUSS the parts of the board and what they are for e.g. 

handles and when to hold them. 

 DISCUSS how to look after the rescue board and prevent 

damage. 

 On the sand dig a hole for the fin and DEMONSTRATE body 

positioning for the following situations: 

o Paddling lying down 

o Paddling on your knees 

o Catching a wave 

o Once a wave is caught 

 IN PAIRS candidates DEMONSTRATE what to do in the 

situations listed above. 

 

o Rescue 

boards for 

candidates 

30 min Paddling the Board 

 DEMONSTRATE how to paddle the board lying on your 

stomach and also on your knees when on the water also 

show the transition from one to the other. 

 Candidates spend some time practicing how to paddle a 

rescue board. 

 

 

20 min Rescue Board Skills 

 DEMONSTRATE how to bunny hop when entering the 

water. 

 IN PAIRS candidates take turns bunny hopping with their 

partner critiquing. 

 Take candidates out to deep water and DEMONSTRATE how 

to Eskimo roll, in flat water. 

 EXPLAIN when an Eskimo roll should be used. 

 Candidates practice completing an Eskimo roll. 

 

15 min Rescue Board Relay Race 

 Candidates are put in GROUPS OF 3 as relay teams. Each 

team is given one rescue board. 

 Either put a buoy 200m out off the beach or get an assistant 

to sit out on a board as a turning marker. 

 Set up a starting line in the sand. 

 Relay: team members one by one must: 

o Enter the water using a bunny hop. 
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o Paddle out and around the turning marker, on 

the way out to the marker they must perform an 

Eskimo roll. 

o On the return leg they must paddle on their 

knees for at least five strokes. 

o Teams must make the changeover past the 

starting line. 

 DEBRIEF the day’s session. ASK candidates one by one 

what they thought their strengths and weaknesses were on 

the rescue board. 

 DISCUSS what will be done in the next lesson 

 

Nominal Duration: 1 hour  
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Lesson Plan 2. Rescue board surf skills 

Manual Sections Board Rescue Skills resource page 2 
  At the conclusion of this Topic candidates will be able to: 

1. Demonstrate surf negotiation out past the break zone and back with a rescue board 

 

Key Resources: 

 Board Rescue Skills Resource which can be downloaded from the SLSNZ website 

 Rescue Boards 

Key tasks before/after the lesson: 

 Ensure all resources are set out and available to each participant 

 Work through reinforcement activities from previous session/learning experience 

 Conduct session – include skills/tasks 

 Discuss plans for next session 

Duration Activity Additional 

Resources 

1 min Learning outcomes for this lesson (communicate this to 

candidates): 

1. Demonstrate surf negotiation out past the break zone 

and back with a rescue board 

 

20 min Basic Paddling Skills – reinforcement 

 DISCUSS what was completed last session in regards to 

basic paddling skills. 

 Candidates spend some time practicing how to paddle a 

rescue board and practicing skills from last session. 

o Paddling on tummy 

o Paddling on knees 

o Bunny hopping 

o Leave Eskimo roll until next activity 

 

 

40-60 min Rescue Board Surf Skills – proceeding out to sea & 

returning to shore 

 DISCUSS body positions to adopt on the rescue board when 

going out through the surf (include Eskimo roll for large or 

powerful waves). 

 DISCUSS body positions to adopt on the rescue board when 

returning to shore  

 DEMONSTRATE the various ways to deal with small to 

medium sized waves when paddling out through surf. 

 DEMONSTRATE how to catch a wave. 

 DEMONSTRATE the Eskimo roll, this time with a surf. 

 Candidates PRACTICE going out through the surf and 

catching waves on the rescue board. 

 

 

Nominal Duration: 1 hour 20 min  
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Lesson Plan 3. Board rescue for a conscious patient 

Manual Sections Board Rescue Skills resource page 2 
  At the conclusion of this Topic candidates will be able to: 

1. Perform a board rescue with a conscious patient 

 

Key Resources: 

 Board Rescue Skills Resource which can be downloaded from the SLSNZ website 

 Rescue Boards 

Key tasks before/after the lesson: 

 Ensure all resources are set out and available to each participant 

 Work through reinforcement activities from previous session/learning experience 

 Conduct session – include skills/tasks 

 Discuss plans for next session 

Duration Activity Additional 

Resources 

1 min Learning outcomes for this lesson (communicate this to 

candidates): 

1. Perform a board rescue with a conscious patient 

 

5 min  Candidates to read the column on pg 2 of the Board 

Rescue Resource “board rescue of a conscious patient”. 

 Discuss the specific parts of the conscious patient board 

rescue they will be examined on – detailed in exam tasks. 

 

20 min Paddling Skills – reinforcement, flat water and/or surf 

 DISCUSS what was completed last session in regards to 

paddling skills. 

 Candidates spend some time practicing. 

 

20 min Patient Pick Up 

 DISCUSS how to perform a patient pick up with a conscious 

patient. 

 DEMONSTRATE how to complete the pickup of a conscious 

patient. 

 In PAIRS candidates PRACTICE completing a patient pick 

up. 

 Watch candidates and provide feedback (use the exam task 

details on page 8) 

 

 

20 min Board Rescue Race 

 Put candidates in PAIRS. 

 Each pair split; either begin as a patient or rescuer. 

 Race course: a start line is put on the beach in the sand; 

race begins and patients swim out in line with a marker of 

buoy; when they arrive they signal to be rescued; rescuer 

paddles out (completes an Eskimo roll on the outward 

journey) secures them on the board and returns to shore; 

roles switch once they cross the start/finish line; 

immediately the patient swims out to the marker; another 

rescue is completed in the same way with the roles 

reversed. 

 

 

Nominal Duration: 1 hour  
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Lesson Plan 4. Board rescue for an unconscious patient 

Manual Sections Board Rescue Skills resource page 2 
  At the conclusion of this Topic candidates will be able to: 

1. Perform a board rescue with an unconscious patient 

Key Resources: 

 Board Rescue Skills Resource which can be downloaded from the SLSNZ website 

 Rescue Boards 

Key tasks before/after the lesson: 

 Ensure all resources are set out and available to each participant 

 Work through reinforcement activities from previous session/learning experience 

 Conduct session – include skills/tasks 

 Discuss plans for next session 

Duration Activity Additional 

Resources 

1 min Learning outcomes for this lesson (communicate this to 

candidates): 

1. Perform a board rescue with an unconscious patient 

 

5 min  Candidates to read the column on page 2 of the Board 

Rescue Skills “board rescue of an unconscious patient” 

 Discuss the specific parts of the unconscious patient board 

rescue they will be examined on – detailed in exam tasks 

 

20 min Patient Pick Up 

 DISCUSS how to perform a patient pick up with an 

unconscious patient info below). 

o Paddle over to the patient. 

o While still on the board, secure them by grasping 

their wrist. 

o Come off the board rolling it over at the same 

time and keeping the board between you and the 

patient (with the patient still secured). 

o While holding the patients wrist reach over the 

far side of the board with your free hand. 

o Roll the board by pulling the far side over. The 

patient will end up lying face down across the 

board. 

o Remount the board and straddle the stern. 

o Align the patient on the board in a balanced 

position. 

o Lie on top of the patients legs and paddle. 

 DEMONSTRATE how to complete the pick-up of an 

unconscious patient. 

 In PAIRS candidates PRACTICE completing a patient pick 

up. 

 Watch candidates and provide feedback (use the exam task 

details page 9). 

 

Nominal Duration: 1 hour  
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Appendices: 
 

On the following pages, you will find: 

 

Appendix 1: Board Rescue Resource (pages 20-21) 

Appendix 2: Examination Registration form and Paperwork process 

(pages 22-23) 

Appendix 3: Risk and Incident Management (page 24) 
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Name of Club:             Exam Date: 

Examiner in 
Charge: 

  Award Type Codes: 

 printed name signature SLA Surf Lifeguard Award 
PS Patrol Support 

 IRB C IRB Crewperson Module 
IRB D IRB Driver 
BRM Board Rescue Module 

PC Patrol Captain 
SLI Instructor (SLA) 
IRB I Instructor (IRB) 
RWC Rescue Water Craft  
RTM Rock Training Module 
BRM Board Rescue Module 

 
Chief Examiner: 

  

 printed name signature 

Complete before Examination 
Complete after 
Examination 

Name SLSNZ # Email Address 
Award 
Type 

Reader / 
Writer 

Required 

Workbook 
Submitted 

 
Pass / Retest 
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Risk Management – A Dynamic Approach  
 
 

Use this link to access the Risk Management resources relevant to this manual 
https://www.surflifesaving.org.nz/club-management/health-safety/our-approach  
 

Ensure you read all relevant information on this website link. 
 

For any questions:  
National Safety, Welfare and Risk Manager: ross.merrett@surflifesaving.org.nz 
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